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Arzulla of the wonderful company
of hypnotists holding the boards at
the Duncan opera house, has communicated with the Inhabitants of the
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ACCUSED

Ssn Francisco, Nov. 29. Judge De
Haven In the United States circuit
court here today signed an order for
the removal to Los Angeles for trial
of Antonio Felix, former governor of
lyower California, who was arrested
Sunday night and held on a charge of
OUT
complicity in a conspiracy to smuggle
Chinese coolies into this country. Felix is said by immigration officials
CHAMPION'S
BUT
ADVERSARY
to be the bead of the organization SPECIAL SESSION TO BE CALLED
which has for vears smuggled ChinWifi ACUTE APPENDICITIS
FOR PURPOSE OF LEARNING
ese from Mexican ports to this
NOT RING ARTIST.
THE TRUE FACTS
coast by speedy launches which
outdistanced the revenue cutters s'a- SCREAMS A WAKENED MANAGER tioned along the coast. United States ONE JUROR
IS RELEASED
Commissioner Daugherty, at Salinas,
has ordered the deportation of the 22
WHO FOUND THE FAMOUS FIGHT
Chinese captured on the launch Com- "CAP" WHITE, MAN ACCUSED OF
ER SUFFERING UNBEARBEING STAKEHOLDER FOR Mo
rade near Monterey Sunday nignt.
ABLE PAIN.
NAMARA JUROR, EXCUSED

GRAND JURY WILL

DAIL Y VA

CITY EDITION
MRS. KAHLE TO 8ING
One of the beautiful features of the
musical program of the Elks' memorial services, which will be held Sun
day afternoon in the Duncan opera
house, will be a solo by Mrs. G. L.
l ahle. Mrs. Kahle recently came
her? to live, her husband being route

A

POSSIBILITY OF

unknown world, and prophesies victory for the Hawks, but evidently she
didn't see the practice of the
yesterday afternoon, which
ran off like greased lightning. Both
agent for the Wells Fargo Express
teams, however, are confident of vicBefore locating in Las Vecompany.
tory and it will be a battle royal. Next
gas the Kahles resided in Colorado
to turkey a football game is the greatSERVICES IN THE CHURCHES IN
Springs where Mrs Kahle was proov TALK IN
est attraction on Thanksgiving! day
SANTA, FE OF CONGRESinent in musical circles. She has a
THE MORNING AND SPORTS
and as this is the first treat of this
SIONAL INVESTIGATION
OF
beautiful
voice
which
o
sure
is
THE REST OF THE DAY.
kind in a number of years there
RECENT ELECTION
charm her hearers. P. J. Emenaker,
should be a record breaking crowd
Las Vecas agent for the Learnard
at Amusement park. The weather
and Lindeman Music company of Al
SHOW man
WHOLE
TURKEY THE
TWENTY-TW- O
has promised a fine day for the
PRECINCTS OUT
buquerque. has given the Elks the use
battle nnd there is no reason why
of a new piano for the services SunBIRD WILL BE every one in Greater Las Vegas
THANKSGIVING
The Elks wish it understood CANVASSING
day.
BOARD IS HAVNG
should not be on the side lines when
that the public is cordially invited to
PRINCIPAL VIAND AT NOON
DIFFICULTY IN GETTING ALL
the game starts.
attend the memorial services. The
DAY MEAL.
Of tb- - attractions in the evening
THE RETURNS.
ladies will be particularly welcome.
CARDINALS
NUMBER
61.
the chief one is the dance at the arm
Since the cor.ststory of Monday the
NICE WEATHER TOMORROW.
FOOTBALL IN THE AFTERNOON ory uncer the auspices of the ladies THE FIGHT IS CALLED OFF sacred oollese of cardinals of the Ro- FRANKLIN
IS BOUND OVER
of the Catholic church. With good
The weather man in common with BOTH PARTIES ARE UNITED
man Cfctholic church numbers 61
the good feeling of Thanksgiving,
music and a good crowd the armory
LARGE CROWD is the best place in Lab Vegas for a Ml LWAUKKEE LAD WA8 TO HAVE members, apportioned among the dif- WAS CAPTURED YESTERDAY AF prophesied good weather for tomorIN THE EVENING
DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS
ferent countries as follows:
row. Not only has he promised a
MET FREDDIE WELSH IN L08
good time and the prospects for both
WILL ATTEND DANCE AT
TER
HAVING
GIVEN
MONEY
NEITHER ARE ANXIOUS FOR
Italy, 36; France, 5; Spain, 4; United
are good. The ladies have engaged
clear day but a considerable rise over
ANGELES TOMORROW.
ARMORY, OR THEATERS.
TO MEMBER OF VENIRE
3;
States,
Austria,
3;
3;
Germany,
FURTHER DELAY.
the best music in the Meadow City,
the temperature of today. The nuHungary,"2; Great Rrita1n, 2; Portu
so it's now up to the crowd to have
merous
on
attractions
tomorrow
need
Los Angeles, Nov. 29. Ad Wolgast', gal, 1 ; fVelgim.1,
;
Bohemia. 1 to
In keeping with the spirit of our a good time, which many will do
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 29. Dis this good weather to make them sucSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 29. Returns
forefathers the people of las Vegaa no doubt. Of the attractions for those the champion lightweight fighter, who tal, 61. "Full representation would trict Attorney John D. Fredericks cessful and the
from
of
twenty-twtho
promises
precincts missing
was scheduled to defend his title give the colles" of cardinals seventy
will make tomorrow a day of thanksvho do not care for dancing there is
announced today that a grand jury weather
are welcomed by and three precincts not having held
prophet
the
British
Freddie
(boxer,
members.
giving and rejoicing varying) but lit the Randolph company of hypnotists against
would be called in a few days to in the people of the Meadow City. Last an election, the official
canvassing
Welsh, at the Vernon arena tomortle from the
program of worship, Rt the opera noug(, wjth ,
Wavne
the alleged attempted bribe- night the temperature dropped to one board of the November election, when
vestigate
was
stricken
row,
with
M. E. CONFERENCE
appendicitis MISSISSIPPI!
feasting and entertainment of the the Canforniftn of preat fame a8 the
ry in the McNamara murder case for below zero but the bright sunshine it convened this forenoon, was conMacon, MIsb., Nov. 29. The North
founders of the day. The minister leader in the fun making of the mys- this morning in his training quarters.
which Bert H. Franklin, a former dep of today sent the thermometer sail- fronted by a peculiar situation with
a
He
to
removed
was
an
hospital
of a number of the Protestant teries to be
Mississippi Coniedence of the Methodperformed. Both of the
uty United States marshal, is under ing up to 46 at noon, which was quite the returns from six counties still to
churches in Greater Las Vegas have picture shows on the East side have hour later and an operation to save is Episcoiml church, South, assembled
arrest.
This widens the scope of the a contrast to the freezing temperature be sorted, which will probably swell
'id
was
life
his
The
performed.
combined their services and tomor especially attractive programs for the
here today and was
iie,i W order
the missing precinct returns to thirty.
to the confines of the of yesterday.
row morning at 10:30 o'clock at the evening, and one should not have a rounds Thanksgiving Day battle at by President W. L. Duren of Tupeld, investigation
This process of sorting the returns,
if
state
to
the
desires
off.
of
is
house
The
prosecution
course,
First Baptist church, corner of Sixth hard time finding; a way in which to Vernon,
Bishop Wilson of Baltiraode will pie- before beginning the actual canvass
bad been sold out early in the week
carry it so far, its poBsfblHUes being ALBURTLiS WILL DO
avenue and Main street, there will be wind up the celebration and
be completed today.
rejoicing and the gross receipts, estimated at side over the week's session
may
inas
as
about
of
extensive
those
the
a union service where the people of of
While neither party; ha made any
Thankgsiving day.
to
be
will
to
Los
of
the
Times
have
returned
vestigation
$35,000,
Angeles
this community may give thanks for
The mall carriers will make one de
A DIFFICULT TRICK charge of fraud thus far, the withholdseat purchasers.
explosion and the resultant
deaths,
their blessings of the past year. These
livery during the morning and the
ing of thirty precincts returns for
was
of
B.
to
one
for
which
have
received
McNamara
James
Wolgast
MEXICO WANTS
special services are under the direc- general delivery window will be open
three weeks has made such charges
as his prize and Welsh $5,000.
is on trial.
tion of Rev. N. B. Green of the Bap from 8 to 11 o'clock for the conveniFAMOUS PSYCHIC WILL DEMON
possible and has revived talk of conPaTom
the
of
Franklin's
1:30
for
set
McCarey, promoter
tist church who has arranged a pro- ence of the
arraignment
STRATE HIS POWER IN BLINDpublic.
gressional
investigation and delay In
cific Athletic cluo, under the
was by arrangement mostly a
gram for the morning.
FOLD DRIVE OVER CITY
RECIPROCITY o'clock,
President Taft issuing the proclamacontest
of
which
was
to
the
beof
matter
form the only question
At the Church of the Immaculate
tion which the law directs he shall do
have been staged, said today he would
ing the date set for his trial.
Conception there will be mass at 8 REBELS SUFFER
Alburtus, the world's famous hyp immediately upon receiving otncially
r
to
card.
substitute
a
arrange
try
o'clock in the morning. This change
in department notists and occultist, endowed with the result of the canvass. However,
Judge MoCormick,
The little champion showed symp- MEXICAN MINISTER TO THE UNI- 12 of the superior court today an- wonderful
from 7:30 to 8
has been made
psychic power, will appear neither republican nor democratic
PEO-PLTED STATES SAYS HIS
so as to give many people desiring to
SEVERE REVERSAL toms of the sudden attack last night
nounced the dismissal as a juror of in Las Vegas tomorrow afternoon leaders desire
delay and would fight
IT
FAVOR
after he had eaten a hearty supper
C. E. (Cap) White, one of the men with his marvelous breakneck blind
give thanku, who are unable to be
such a proposition, but the canvassij
In
Vernon.
at
his
quarters
training
arrested yesterday with Franklin and fold drive, and in the evening will ng, board may adjourn until Monday
present at an earlier mass, a chance
ov. 29. Reciprocity
Washingt
to tAuWi theervice. Service wllj'.c ARE UNABiE TO CAPTURE NAN. Slfght pains canwd htm to complain
later release by the state which as- hold the boarde at the Duncan opera so a to give time to bave the missing
one
ol
but he went to bed at 10::30 o'clock, with the I'nited tales will be
KING AND THEIR FLAGS DISserts that he was the stakeholder house. Owing to the delayed trains returns located and the ballot boxes
conducted at Sanit Paul's MemAt 2 the first Important problems consid between Franklin and
APPEAR FROM SHAN H A
apparently all right again.
orial Episcopal church by Rev. .1. S.
George N. from the east Alburtus will not arrive brought to Santa Fe.
Tom ered by Mexico as soon aB condition;?
his
manager,
however,
o'clock,
of
the
Moore and the nurpliced choir
Lockwood, the man Fran Win is accus until late this evening and the per
The republicans,
having the su
him in that country are more settled, ac
A Jones, said Wolgast awakened
mV
29, G p.
ed of having bribed.
Nanking, Nov.
church will rendef the musical proformance
at
Duncan
the
half
of
state officials,
house
court,
the
preme
opera
Y.
Martinez, the
cording to Crespo
with screams.
Henry T. Gage, former governor of for tonight has been called off. Al and most of the district and county
gram of the service. This service will concerted attack on the gates of the
United
as
Mexican
to
the
ambassador
the
attack
Physicians diagnosed
California and once United States burtus has appeared before Las Ve- officers besides the legislature, assur
he at 10:30 o'clock.
city by the revolutionaries failed and
and declared ar States. In an interview here Senor minister to
All of the stores of Las Vegps will the revolutionaries were driven out acute appendicitis
Portugal, was retained to gas audiences on other occasions and ing them two senators, would bitAs Martinez expressed the opinion tint
be open tonight until 9:30 o'clock, with heavy losses and forced to re- immediate operation necessary.
day to defend Franklin.
is remembered as the man who drove terly oppose delay at Washington, eswas safely in the the commercial relations of the two
and closed tomorrow for the general tire. Lieutenant General Feng Kwo soon as the patient
blindfolded over the city at a hurri- pecially since delay might mean the
out to fetch countries would
naturally expand
Both the Normal and public Chang, commander of the imperial hospital, Jones rushed
holiday.
cane
speed in search of a key which going over of the appointment it
she arrived there within a few years without the aid of
schools closed this afternoon for the troops, retains full possession of the Mrs. Wolgast. When
was
hidden
by a committee of Las Ve a federal judge and other federal offdown.
a special reciprocity treaty because MRS. PATTERSON
icials to another administration with
remainder of the week. The final city. General Li Yuen Hang, at Wu Mrs. Wolgast broke
men.
found the key.
He
gas
"This is the first time Ad has ever of their geographical situation and
examinations for the first term have Chang, has requested
the risk that the next national ad3
Tomorrow
a
afternoon
at o'clock
"and 1 am so their
fundamentally different prodbeen completed by the students of and the revolutionaries are preparing been ill," she said,
ministration might be democratic. On
stunt
similar
will
off
be
pulled
by
will kill him."
ucts. He says, however, that sentithe Normal University and the rest to send ships and men. The revolu- afraid those knives
IS
A
in
commit the other hand, the democrats would
ACQUITTED this artist psychology.
Jones accompanied the nurses to ment in favor of closer trade relations
of a few days will be particularly tionary flags, which have been (tying
tee
will
men
of
be
chosen
from
the also fear risking the advantages they
the operating room and remained, with the United States is general in
welcome to the students of this in- in
towns
crowd.
men
in a buggy will have gained and would oppose holdThese
Shang Hai and other nearby
white robes, Mexico and that he believes reciprostitution. The hird report of the year are disappearing. Further activities swathed in disinfected
to
some
in
drive
town and drive ing another election under possibly
place
while the champion's apjiendix was city will be considered as soon as his WOMAN CHARGED WITH MURDER
will be given out to the pupils or the are
a nail in a post and extract the nail. a special congressional election act.
at Nanking tonight.
expected
HER
OF
FREE
HUSBAND
SET
removed.
being
country is a little more pacified.
public schools this afternoon and to
They will hide the hammer at one It is not believed, therefore, that any
BY THE JURY
The announcement of Wolgasts
these school children the four days'
end of the city and the nail at the movement to set aside the election
of
of
bolt
effect
a
the
illness had
vacation will either be one of joy or
and providing for another election
Denver, Nov. 29. Gertrude Gibson other and return to the corner where
lightning upon sporting circles. YesBARELY
one of study to make up for the de TRAITOR
next November will crystalize into
will
in
the
He
he
of
hynotlst
in
waiting.
the
pink
Patterson, charged with the murder
terday he appeared
ficiencies of the past month. All of
any
organized or definite movemenL
will
blindthen take the reins and
of her husband, Charles A. Patterson,
ready for the battle of his life,
he grades of the public schools had
men
in
the
with
him
saw
who
folded,
the
buggy,
enthusiasts
of Chicago, in this city September 25.
fight
little entertainments suitable for the
ESCAPES VIOLENCE and
JOHNSON CHARGES DENIED
wrestle and pummel his sparring partwas acquitted by a Jury which re- will drive over the same route they
occasion. Recitations and musical
NoYk
Washlfigton
find
by
the
hammer
a
cavort
like
and
took,
about
ners and
nail, go
playful
ported to Judge Allen at 2:35 o'clock
programs were given by the little
former Indian Liquor Agent WiUiara
to
he
to
the
drive
in
and
that
learn
the
the
nail
astounded
were
pole
colt,
this afternon. The prisoner flushed
folks of the grades and the students HAD "TIPPED OFF" FOOTBALL
was in a hospital this morning at the
As has been the custom of the and swayed, but regained her compo- same hole from which it. bad been ex- E. Johnson, well known throughout; the
of the high school this afternoon with
west, that "a political ring formed in
SIGNALS TO A RIVAL ELEVEN
churches of Las Vegas for a number sure in a moment, she shook hands tracted.
point of death.
true Thanksgiving spirit to wind up
IN CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME
who was to have of years a union Thanksgiving ser with her
will be free and the interior department, had caused
This
Freddie
Welsh,
performance
school
then
with
the
the
of
attorney,
year
the third month
his resignation from the Indian serthe stirrt will be made from the
been the champion's opponent in the vice will be held tomorrow morning jurors.
and in preparation for the four days'
to
vice October 1, were denied today by
in29.
dawn
Nov.
was
before
Police
Wyo.,
up
Sheridan,
tomorrow,
corring
at
the
at
First
church
the
Thanksin
come.
The
usual
case
the
the
had
Baptist
Jury
Although
holiday to
the first assistant secretary of the inillness
news
of
Maurice
tervention
the
afalone
little
saved
receive
This
of
MeyWolgast's
the
performance
ner of Sixth street and Main avenue. reached a verdict in the foreioon, at
giving exercises at the Normal Unitrain- A
been
Welsh
has
Samuel Adams.
of
ternoon
will
a
terior,
the
but
eleven
er,
be
by
forerunner
of
telephone.
captain
independent
to
the
the
for
held
12:30
not
o'clock this afternoon
owing
program
morning's worship
Judge
versity were
Mr. Adams said Johnson
of Sheridan and quarterback
on ing at Venice, a seaside resort.
had rehas been arranged by Rev. N. II. Allen was still absent attending the the fun to come in the evening at
final examinations for the end of the
I am sure," he said
a
is
"This
rather
chai ses
blow,
school
meet
the
than
last
from
house
oral
team
where
will
signed
Alburtus
opera
year's
high
of
which
that church, in
Green, pastor
funeral of his late friend, Judge Bliss
first term of the year.
at the hands of a mob of high "I am awfully sorry Wolgast is so many of the ministers of the Protes- and It was
be the center of attraction. Escaping of
inattention to
violence
insubordination,
hold
will
"flxin's"
the
and
re
it
that
Turkey
thought
might
bad off, and disappointed because the
tant churches of Las Vegas will par- 2 o'clock or later before the verdict from a cage, getting out of handcuffs duty, attempts to mislead the departthe boards tomorrow between the school students when, yesterday, he
off."
to'
called
be
have
will
ment and reckless use of government,
fight
informahours of 12 and 2. Owing to the din- confessed to having given
program of the could be announced. The hours drag- and a number of other marvelous perwas com- ticipate. The musical
on
The
Wolgast
of
operation
formances
on
trick
are
money. In view of past services Mr.
the
tion
of
to
the
the
mystery
plays
be given by
regarding
ner at the armory
will be- rendered by the Bap- ged slowly to the prisoner, wjio, in
at 10:50 o'clock. Manager Tom service
Adams
for
the
Alburtus
program
continued, Johnson was perevening.
ladies of the Catholic church many home high school team to Laramie pleted
direction
tist
church
choir
under the
the greatest suspense, knowing that
descended from the operating
are planning to take their regular high school players in an effort to Jones
M. Northrup, the director her fate had been decided upon, paced is said to be a leader in his profes- mitted to resign instead of being disH.
Mrs.
of
room to escort Mrs. Wolgast up stairs
sion and is well worth going to see. charged.
The1 following is the order of the the floor of her cell,, or gazed from
Thanksgiving dinner there and have throw the championship to the visit- to see
her husband.
This
ors
last
Saturday.
their turkey at home Sunday.
of
service:
window
for
watchinir
the
her
cell,
the
NO FURTHER ACTION.
It was claimed that Meyer betraj- - "Ad is still unconscious from docNEW CHAIRS PUT IN PLACE
meal at the armory will be the real
Doxology
Congregation the arrival of the judge.
said Jones, "but the
anaesthetic,"
29. On
Nov.
as
dinner
such
lb?
Washington,
ed most of the signals of the Sheri
All of the new opera chairs lor the
old fashioned turkey
Choir
Gloria
tors say he is doing fine."
ground that the administration has Photoplay theatre have been installed
mother used to cook and will be a dan team and that the captain of V.c
Congregation
ICE IN THE CANYON
The operation lasted 40 minutes. Hymn 690
to
thanks
a
real
substantially changed its announced and besides adding to the com'ort of
get
rare opportunity
Laramie team showed perfect fami Dr.
C.
E.
Rev.
Ice of sufficient thickness for skat- Alaskan policy,
J. W. Pollard, who performed it, Reading of the Scripture,
of
bother
the
without
Attorney Louis D. the patrons of the playhouse, the
dinner
soon
as
tne
the
with
giving
liarity
plays
Anderson of the Methodist Episco ing has formed in the Hot Springs
stated that Wolgast's perfect physical
Brandeis, counsel for the house com- seating
cooking it. All of the hotels and res- signals were given.
capacity has been considerpal church.
condition rendered it almost certain
canyon and employes of the Agua mittee on interior department expentaurants are offering special menus
increased
N.
B.
ably
of
Rev.
by them. In putting
the
Green,
recover
would
Bap
Prayer,
Pura company were busy yesterday ditures, has advised Chairman Grathat he
rapidly.
for the noon day meal. Almost too
the chairs la place the arrangement
in
church.
out
of
will
tist
th
be
"He
snow.
two
off
more
If
hospital
the
sweeping
ham that no further action by that
good to be true, turkeys remained at
CLABBY STILL WINNING
ten days or two weeks," he said.
Anthem, Praise the Lord O my Soul, cold nights visit this locality the committee in investigating Controller of the seating was changed making
25 cents a pound and many who in
29.
two aisles instead of one. This is far
"JimS.
W., Nov.
Sydney, N.
Choir.
company will be able to begin cut- Bay affairs is necessary.
the past years have been unable to my" Clabby,
more convenient than one aisle in the
Proclamaboxing
middleweight
Reading of Thanksgiving
ting ice.
JIMMY THE TOURIST HERE
have the Thanksgiving bird on their champion of Australia, today fough
middle
and adds to the fire protection
C.
the
Rev.
of
UNITED
HELP
tion,
TO
McReynolds,
STATES
tables will have a real feast tomor- and knocked out "Tim" Land, a
Jimmy Jerry Doran, a traveler, eaU-eAdventlst church.
Seventh
29. The United of the place as well as to the convenNov.
COMMERCIAL
Day
CLUB'S
DANCE
Washington,
row.
on The Optic this afternoon. Mr. Sermon, Rev. W. R. Quiggln,
boxer, in a ten, round bout.
First
The spacious parlors of the Com- States today formally offered to hlna ience of the patrons. Side lights ere
The attraction of the afternoon will
led in every round.
"bo."
a
for
He
Clabby
is
church.
is
Doran
Christian
traveling
mercial
club will tonight be the scene the services of 2,500 American troops also being installed i the theatre by
Amusement
at
be the gridiron battle
ctrW ian, and ap ihasa
with
Into
Courts
His
"Enter
of what promises to be one of the now stationed in the Philippines to O'Malley, the
3
the fun of the game. He is only 21 Anthem,
park, which is scheduled for o'clock.
si ides the appearwill
have
colore;
Choir.
waraid
most
the
dances
Thanksgiving"
of
the
from
keeping open
railway
year.
enjoyable
Thin battle between the husky
years old and his home is in New
il be beaut'fal.
of
ances
the
METAL
place
NEW YORK
This dance not being on the regular Peking to the sea and for the pro
Offertory.
riors from the Normal University and
York. He is on his way to San Franj
29.
Nov.
New
Silver
America
themof
In
social
Hymn,
York,
tection
no
club
invitaif
the
Congregation
China,
program of the
foreigners
a team of old timers calling
clsco where he says he will settle Prayer, Rev. Norman Skinner
of tions have been issued but all club Chinese council of ministers desires
Francisco Baca left last night for
selves the "Hawks," will decide the Copper 12.7513.074: tin 45.20
down.
First Presbyterian church.
to accept their services.
45.35; lead 4.404.50.
members are Invited.
Dawson on a business trip,
championship of the Meadow City.
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LAS VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

SEVEN MILLION COLUMN

OF DOPE

FOR RAILROAD

TONS OF COAL
SAVED

MEN

POWER FROM NIAGARA FALLS
GENERATES POWER TO THAT

ITEMS OF INTEREST GATHERED
FROM VAiRIOUS SOURCES IN
TRAFFIC WORLD.

VALUE ANNUALLY.

Niagara Palls, N. Y., Nov. 29 In
view of the widespread movement for
the conservation of natural resources
some figures given out by the commerce commission of this city, about
power development along the Niagara
river, are significant
By the use of only the excess flow
of water without damage to the appearance of the Falls power equivalent to that produced by 6,700,000
tons of coal is turned out every year
on the Niagara river. As 6,700,000
tons of coal, at the price prevailing
here, would cost about $18,959,000, the
utilization of the water for power represents an annual saving of that
amount of money.
The quantity of water that can be
used for power is limited by law and
international treaty, so that there is
no danger of damage to the scenic
beauty of Niagara. The restrictioas
are such that only a very small proportion of the total flow can be used.
The power concerns are also
with the Canadian and New
York state governments to make and
keep the shore lines beautiful.
Of course, it is out of the question
that the nation will ever permit Niagara's waters to be converted into
electricity up to a point where the
scenic grandeur of the falls would be
affected. But a calculation of the
energy of this great cataract
Js Illuminating as to the vast water
jj!wer wealth now going to waste in
this country. Figured In the cost of
coal that could be saved, the total
amount of water running over the
fall repreS?nta an annua' flood of of

The decision of the shopmen of the
Pock Island not to strike was no IU?
rise. Although the officials in rail
road circles declared that they feared
a strike and were prepared to meet it.
still, they felt that, considering the
circumstances, the traffic for the yea
and the outlook, no strike would be
called.
A strike this year would have been
fatal to the union shopmen. In th.
first place business is dull very few
shopmen are on duty in regular hour.
In the second place the Rock Island
was tuned up to meet the strike an I
the large numbers of shopmen out oi
work would have filled the ranks Df
the strikebreakers.
The Harrlman lines practically
have won their controversy with the
union shopmen. At least from the
present outlook they have the strike
well in hand and seem able to carry
their equipment through the winter
in good shape. The Rock Island was
:
to do likewise and Ihe
union shopmen would have found v
unwise to carry out their demands
at this time.
From what can be figured on the
action of the shopmen at this time,
it appears to the average citizen that
the unions picked out a bad time to
demand higher wages and better
hours. It is an open book that the
railroads are fighting down the operating expenses this year. Their decrease in traffic and earnings make
it necessary.- Economy is the watchword and the appeal has gope so far
that general managers ftare asKed.
their clerks to h careful frith their
cils and
band8

ai.A.onij me aecision oi in
cers.
The shopmen of the Rock Island
undoubtedly will renew their efforts
to enforce better conditions in their
ranks in the future. Vice President
Melcher said every' demand called
for an increase in wages and the Rok
Inland could not afford it The railroads will always gauge their wages
oy the earnings that is, as long as
they are capable of holding out. in
the future when better times swell
the coffers of the Rock Island, the
shopmen probably will try It again.
To the every day man who watches
such conditions through the columns
of his newspaper at his evening fireside, the decision of the committees
not to strike was a blessing. Everyone is knuckling down to business de
pressions and scanty payments this
year It is felt that the shopmen
should take their medicine with the
rest for a few more months at leasr.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

bay district have been handed out in
several months. The fact that Mc- Farland, in the event he wins over
Murphy, will be matched to meet Wol-gas- t
for the championsbi'p at an wi
date
has served to increase public
ly
interest in the bout.
GOOD NEWS.
Many East Las Vegas Readers Have
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Heard it and Profitted Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the DO NOT ATTEND "THE TRAVELING SALESMAN" UNLESS YOU
thousands of bad back sufferers in
WISH TO BE AMUSED.
East Las Vegas are glad to learn that
prompt relief Is within their reach.

Many a lame, weak and aching back
13 bad no more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. Our citizens are telling
the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
8. P. Flint, Central House, Grand &
Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
Mex says: "I am as firm a believer
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills today as when I first publicly recom
Hamilton Appoints Douglas.
mended them about seven years ago.
J. D. M. Hamilton, claim attorney At that time Doan's Kidney rills

9J

The fact that the managers of "Tae
Traveling Salesman" company guarantee one thousand laughs' (during
the course of the evening's entertainment may sound to some people like
superlative boasting, but nobody can
actually figure the separate laughs
that emanate from the audience, as
tuere is no cessation, excepting dur- -

The
Leaders
No

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
system, has appointed John S. Douglas of Galveston as general claim
agent of the Gulf lines. He will succeed W. L. Alexander.

were procured at the Center P'uck
Pharmacy and they entirely relieved
me of backache and other symptoms
of disordered kidneys. The benefits
derived have been permanent"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Gain Over Last Year.
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
Railroad gross earnings continued New York, sole agents for the United
slightly larger than those of a year States.
ago, according to Dun's Review, tho
Remember the name Doan's ani
total of all United States roads report take no other.
ing to date for the first week in November aggregating $7,987,187, a gain
FIGHTERS IN THE "PINK"
of 2.3 per cent as compared with tho
Wolgast
Los Angeles, Nov.
earnings of the same roads fpr the and Freddie Welsh, who are to box
corresponding period last year. This for the lightweight championship in
is much the best showing that has
the Vernon arena tomorrow, afterbeen made for the first week! of tho
have ceased training and are
noon,
commonth for several months past,
ready for the timekeeper's signal to
paring with a gain of 0.7 per cent in start them on their
contest.
October, a loss of 1.1 per cent in
himself
today
Each fighter expressed
August
concensus
DOROTHY GREY
The
of
certain
as
victory.
The returns by the roads in the
With "The Traveling Salesman."
of fight followers is that
of
opinion
notmost
are
still
the
south
favorable,
contest is likely to go the full
ably those by Mobile & Ohio, South the
limit.
ing the intermissions and even then
&
Nashville, Central
ern, Louisville
chuckling and giggling are intermit
of Georgia, and Seaboard Air Line, I
tently Indulged in. The fact remains,
the good gains on these and WJlue)
BIG TURKEY FOR TAFT
however, that if one thousand separ
A
Washington, Nov. 29.
dmaiier systems reflecting considerbe counted by a
best ate laughs cannot
fM03.148.000.
able railroad activity in that section. bird that is declared to be the
iwarim 2TlBumlJthat
the
audience indulges
statistician
In the west and southwest the earn of the New England turkey crop this in one long continuous cfcchlnatory
Inn of 71.280.000 tons of coal. In a I
House
While
of several important roads still year has arrived at the
revel from the first to the last act No
ven though It may be right that ings
period of ten years the total power
is partially to grade the Thanksgiving table to
this
but
some
loss,
display
greater laugh producer than "Th
of Niagara would be worth $2,Q.Vi,- the shopmen should be given better
offset by the increased earnings of morrow. Following his usual custom Traveling Salesman" has ever been
480,000.
not
the psychoconditions, this year is
others, among them being the Texas the president will have 'enly the
on the Anierican stage and
logical moment for this request The & Pacific, Missouri Pacific and Inter- members of ' his family ai.d one or presented
If
James
Forbes, the author, rested
six
first demands were made about
CAN'T CURE CATARRH
two inornate friends for dinner
national & Great Northern.
on his laurels and never wrote an
months ago when railroad presidents
In the following table are given
other line this one play would plaC9
Stomach Dosing, Sprays and Douches were predicting that the rail lines the gross earnings: of all United
WEDDING
CUSHMAN-FORAKEhim high up among the foremost
of
in
hands
the
the
governwould
be
All
Failed.
Have
roads reporting to date for the
Nov. 23. The mar- humorists of America. "The Travel
States
Washington,
There is only one way to cure ca.- ment in ten years.
first week in November and the gain riage of Miss Louise Foraker, daugh- Ing Salesman" comes to the Duncan
tarrh.
rumors in as compared with the earnings of the ter of former Senator and Mrs For- opera house on Tuesday, December 5
been
There
have
many
Reach the raw, tender, Inflamed
circles that the Rock Island same roads for the corresponding aker, and Victor M. Cushman of New and the indications are that the en
membrane that is infested with ca- railway
wouldn't care if the shopmen did walk period a year ago; also for practic- York was celebrated aJ.non today at gagement here will be as successful
tarrh germs, and destroy the germs. out. To anyone who is acquainted ally the same roads in the two prethe home of the bride's parents. Mr. as the New York and Chicago runs,
You can't reach the nooks and
with the operating heads, this is ceding months, together with the per- Cushman is a Harvard graduate and where this entertaining comedy was
crevices with liquid preparations
known to be untrue. As General Man- centages of gain or loss over last a grandson of the famous
actress, played for more than one year.
there is only one way breathe theo
said the other day "We year
Sweet
ager
Cushman.
Charlotte
HYO-MEI
Goin P
antiseptic germ killing air of
1911
are hoping that there will be no
di'.
87
(pronounce it
1
TAKES CANADIAN BRIDE
$1SS,700
week.
$7,987,1
Nov.
un
to
men
work
want
the
strike. We
SERVICE
OLYMPIC RESUMES
rectly over the infested parts.
69,467
1
week. 9,860,029
Ont., Nov. 29. All Saint'
But Oct.
Ottawa,
their
der
agreement.
present
HYOMEI contains no opium, co29. With a full church was the scene of a large and
Nov
1
C2,232
5,461.280
week.
Southampton,
at
unreasonable
are
Sept.
their requesta
caine or other harmful drugs, it is this time and we cannot afford to
complement of passengers, the White fashionable wedding today, when Mis
thyof
Australian
made
eucalyptus,
Star liner Olympic sailed lor New Irene Bate, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Loss.
grant them."
mol and other Listerian antiseptics.
York today on the first transatlantic T. Cameron Bate and granrfaughter
e
decisThe news of the
It is guaranteed to end the misery of
BOUT
.voyage undertaken since 3lie was tem of Sir Henry Bate, became the bride
M'FAR
catarrh, asthma, croup and bron- ion will be met with joy in the west.
last of Dr. William C. Meechem of
FrancBCO, Nov. 29. interest in porarily placed out of service
San
chitis, or money back.
Nearly all the railroads have either the
McFarland-TommMur- September as a result of her collision
Packey
HYOAsk E. G. Muhphey about the
sliced down their working hours or
contest has livened with the British cruiser Hawke, off
MEI outfit today. He sells it for only laic" off a big part of their working phy lightweight
the the coast .of the Isle of Wight.
as
Ui
noticeable
degree
1.00 and guarantees it.
forces. Right down in their hearts
Some men haven't charity enough
encounter
approachthe western shopmen did not want to date for the
cover their own sins.
to
es and the Coffroth pavilion promises
Marrying an heiress is the sold cure strike. They voted for the demands
enthusiasts!
14
IN
DAYS
6 TO
PILES CURED
of trade heads, it is true, but whin to be well filled with ring
for love's Intoxication.
toomrrow when the two fighters art Your dnigsist will refund money if
a
walkout
with
confronted
were
They
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
and a cold winter with only ettouf.h called into the ring for their
will be the first fight of case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding ot
It
battle.
to
wo
a
meager
groceries
buy
After a man discovers why
of t'.ip Protruding Piles In fi to T4 days. 50c
they shook their heads and awaited any consequence that the fans
man appeals to him she doesn't.

among the New
Crossetts. Every

style absolutely

original. Exclusive

kinks that give distinction. The latest
in leathers. And
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followers

Crossett comfort!
$4. to $6. everywhere
Lewis A. Crossett, Inc., Maker
North Abington, Mass.

ESTABLISHED

Th Successful European

Remedy

Wwoderful Results in Most Stubborn Cases!
TO PHYSICIANS
I

TO THE PUBLIC

Physicians prescribing STOMAUX have
reported most gratifying .wsults in Chronic
(comGastritis, Gastralgia and dyspepsia Gastro-Knteritibined with Chlorosis. Chronic
Neurasthenia.
Gastric
Aiurmia.
ol
Dysentery, Hypochlorhydria, Dilatation
l)is
the Stomach, and in Gastro-lntestinof
cases
very
longVftaud
ajs of Children,
ing yielding to the treatment.

Please distinguish STOMAUX from the
host of compounds prepared by irresponsi
Me laymen and advertised as commercial
ventures.
STOMAUX is prepared by a distin
guished European Physician and Pharmaceutist, Dr. Sail de Carlos, whose nami' is
guaranty of its worth aurl its freedom
from anything narmiui.
E. FOUGERA

66t

At All Druggets.
ft CO, Agents I . S, NEW

YORK.

:

High-o-me-

I

anti-strik-

LAND-MURPH-

There is Only One

"Bromo Quinine 99
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IK ORE DAY.

Always remember the full name.
for this signature on every box.

Look
25c.
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1902
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E&H

E
KunnyBrook

Whiskey
JiKiNr

Brook
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SoVVlirpURE FOOD

DRUUIY whiskey

Distiuiw10

ORDER THROUGH

THE MEYERS CO.
5fe nl
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Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is
at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising which
will not prove permanently profitable if he
fails to make
good secure-repeorders.
The advertising is not only a projection to the trade
name but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of
unadvertised eoods be
cause however much confidence the dealer
or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in
them to
money in telling others of their goodness.

j
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silver
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ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
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to Buy
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PATENT
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TO HAVE

THAT PARTY

Little Thing Like Dizzy Walk in Air
Couldn't Fease Ardent Bridge
Devotees.

Nothing short of devotion to bridge
could have nerved a party of women
to do what this party of wnmen did.
Half an hour before the time set for
the playi"": to begin in the tenth-floo- r
apartment bomething went wrong with

CACTI

WEDNESDAY,

FOR TELEPHONE

NOVEMBER

POLES

Scheme for a Government Line in
Arizona Desert Which Is Believed to Be Feasible.
Sahuara for telephone and telegraph poles is the latest idea and one
that is' to be tried out. It sounds
plausible and it is believed that it
will be more economical than the old
Btyle of poles. Its test is to come
from Arizona.
The government Is to build a telephone system tor the forestry service of the Coronado forest reserve.
The first of these lines to be built
out of Tucson is to be used into the
Cata'inas, and it is there that the
iiciuara experiment is to be tried.
The giant cacti will not be sawed
o ; rd sei up nor will they be trans-placd. but ihe growing plant will be
i" ed as a pole where it is found practical. Where they can be found in
what approaches alignment, so that
the line will not have to zigzag too
much, the sahuara up in the canons
through which the line will pass are
to be utilized for the purpose of attaching brackets to which the wires
will be fastened. And so the secret is

the dynamos, and all elevators stopped
running for. anyhow, a day and a half.
When the bridge hostess learned that
she nearly fninted.
"Nine flights of stairs to climb." she
said, "and every woman I have invited
ls fat. They'll never get here."
She impiored everybody about the
house to suggest some way out of the
trouble. Nobody could, except to
walk; there was no alternative. But
the hoBtets did not give up so easily.
She looked across at the neighboring
apartment house, whore tenth-floo- r
windows faced
An
her windows.
abyss fifteen feet wide yawned between the two buildings, but ,to a woman in her predicament fifteen feet
dwindled to fifteen inches.
"There ls a way," she said. "How
about those long planks on the roof? out.
Along the proposed line it Is diffLay them across to the opposite roof,
make a handrail of ropes, and my icult to set poleB, owing to the rocky
guests can go up In the elevator to nature of the country traversed. Not
the roof of that house, cross the only is this the case, but it is difficult to get the poles up there in the
bridge, and walk down one flight to
hills to set, while the sahuaras are
my apartment."
right there in many instances, and
asof
both
houses
gladly
Employes
sumed the role of bridge builder, a while not at a uniform distance this
Anis not considered important.
hallboy was stationed in the lobby to
other saving will be that while the
explain matters to arriving guests, and made to
order poles will not oust the
a few minutes later a procession of
made
ones, these will be of
ready
women
scared but determined
gasped
long life and will not demand replenand clutched on their aerial way.
ishing and replacing from time to
New York Press.
time.
E
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ONE

MILLION

PATENTS uncle sam has

SMART
YANKEE PROVES
WORLD SUPREMACY.

HIS

Untied State Hat Doubly Outdistanced Its Next Competitor in
Recorded invention Amazing Growth of Office.

great

navy

Its Remarkable Increase In Efficiency
Since the Memorable Battle
of Santiago.
From that day at Santiago when the
American fleet destroyed the battleships of Spain the nation has taken a
growing interest and pride In its new
"At the close of the Spanish
navy.

war," writes Lieut.-Com- .
Walter B.
Tardy, U. S. N.. in the Engineering
One million patents in less than a Magazine, "the press and the people
were
century is the record of Yankee gen been satisfied with their navy. It had
and thus efficiency
ius, the pat- was successful,
taken for granted. But when
ent office in
was eventually taken the small
Wash ington stock
of hits made became
percentage
having Issued known and
naval
officers realized that
No.
patent
1.000,000.
One million patents in less something must be done to justify the
than a century is a record not even public confidence."
In this
approached by any other nation. been done.direction let us see what has
"The Texas." writes ComPrance comes nearest the United
States in the inventive genius of her mander Tardy, "was one of the American
in the battle of Santiago.
people with less than half the num- Less ships
than 3 per cent of all the shells
ber of patents granted in America.
The millionth patent is for a punctur- fired in this battle by the American
e-proof
tire for automobiles and fleet hit the enemy. There Is no recor
other vehicles, depending upon rubber ord that a single
shefl took
springs for its resiliency, and is the less than effect. The ranges were
3,000 yards. Recently the
invention of an Akron, Ohio, man.
It has often been said that no other New Hampshire used the old Texas
as a
She fired at ranges from
people on earth have ever showed the 10,000 target
to 11,500 yards and landed
inventive genius seen in the United
States. The steamboat, the telegraph, whole salvos on the Texas whenever
the telephone, the aeroplane and other she wished.
"Recently the Michigan, an
wonderful inventions, all products of
ship, made 22
hits at
the Yankee brain, are all well known.
of 10,000 yards while steaming
Thousands of labor sav'.rig devices, ranges
15 knots, the
target being only
such as the sewing ma hine, cotton at
60 feet long by 30 feet high. She fired
gin, mower and reaper- - all the re- 48
shells.
Her percentage of
sults of American inventive genius
have done more to alleviate the con- hits, therefore, was about 45. The
dition of mankind than any other fac- rate of firing was about two shots per
tor outside of the abolition of slav- minute per gun. This in a moderately rough sea, while the sea was
ery.
smooth at Santiago."
back
over
the wonderful
Looking
progress in the mechanical and fine
rts, it will be noticed that the inven A CITY OF ROME'S GRANDEUR
tive faculty of the American people
has kept pace with the wonderful Wealthy Builder Declares That the
Capital of the Nation Will Be
growth of the nation. While AmeriBeautiful.
cans are of heterogeneous stocks, all
authorities agree they have become
"Washington will in a few years be
amalgamated by the talents and abil- surrounded
by villas, as ls every other
ity of their statesmen and industrial
of the world," says George H.
pioneers. Millions of people from for capital
in discussing his plan to
ign shores have been assimilated be- Earle, Jr.,
cause of the liberal form of govern- build a villa on his estate near the
ment and because of the equal oppor- capital city.
"There are no more beautiful places
tunities offered. But every step forIn the world than many on the out- ward in this country has been either
skirts of the nation's capital, yet the
directly due to or is closely allied with rich w.io come here fail
to take adthat wonderful faculty for delving into
untried fields peculiar to Americans. vantage of these natural beauties. I
The granting of a patent in the old can foresee the erection of villas on
the Marland and Virginia shores withdays, when the nation was young, was in the next fifteen
years which will
a matter of great importance, whether
the grandeur of ancient Rome.
it was for making pot .and pearl ashes eclipse
"I mean to build a place on the farm
or wooden nutmegs; if, indeed, those which
I have bought, and when I get
to
Yankee
testimonials
silent
to retire, will live there
old
enough
got the grace of government
part of the year."
favor.
Mr. Earle has had
The patent office as it stands today an For many years
idea
the
that
greatest building
of
of
act
was created by
July boom which this
Congress
country la to have in
4, 1836, and the first commissioner was the next decade will be the
villa moveHenry L. Ellsworth, of Connecticut. ment in and about Washington. Land
From that time until the present the about the
city is six hundred or seven
patent laws have provided for a search hundred feet higher than Washington,
a
system that is. they provide that
Mr. Earle, and in the sumsearch be made to see if any patent of explained
mer would be as cool as in the mounso
as
to
been
has
issued,
nature
a like
tains, he believes.
prevent duplication." But before that
time there was little If any searching
To Erect Statue of Columbus.
done, because there was no provision
The first piece of statuary to greet
to
make
force
no
and
made
practically
the eyes of visitors to the nation's
a search.
capital after the new union station is
The present series of patents began opened will be a monument to Chrisin i836, and since that time patents topher Columbus by a Chicago sculphave been numbered consecutively tor. The model of the memorial, dePrior to July 4, 1836, there had been signed by Lorado Taft, has just been
issued 9,902 patents. The first patent completed and work on the original Is
of the present series was granted lo-to to commence soon. The statue will
John Buggies, July 13, 1836, for a 1 be placed in the plaza around the new
comotive engine, and is patent No.
station.
All patents, both foreign and
thus must be searched, and if
Marriage No Bar to Him.
with the
Although White House precedent
nothing is found to conflict
idea of which patent is requested, the generally decrees that the aids to the
For all this
president shall be unmarried, an exgrant is made
Sam charges the modest fee of ception will be made in the case of
application Lieut. Commander Leigh C. Palmer,
$35 $15 upon filing the
reb. S. N., naval aid to President Taft.
and the other $20 when notice is
ceived that patent will be granted. who will continue hishis duties at the
marriage to
From the first federal patent grant White House after McKeldln
of AtMrs. Bessie Draper
in 1790. to the present commissioner
n ls just 121 lanta, Ga.
in 1911. '8 a 'one Jump
vears ago Many changes have taken
When the first
More Pay for Rural Carriers.
place during this time.
of
The 40,000 odd rural free delivery
patent was issued the president
the grant, carriers in the United States are to
the United States made
written
by a receive salary Increases. The order
was
record
the
while
of
Then
state
provides for $4,000,000, an Increase
department
the
t lerk in
of $900
the
salary
over
present
composed
board,
$100
followed the patent
all carriers on standard routes
the secreof the secretary of state, general for
the current year the rural
the attorney
During
and
war
of
tary
1836.
will cost the government about
until
service
continued
was
This board
of pat$40,000,000.
when the first commissioner
was
appointed.
ents
ofSeals Were Killed Illegally.
Since 1836 the work of the patentand
Charges that the North American
by leaps
,
fice has increased
Commercial cuiuiu;
and today, when the number "over
100,000 yearling seals, valued at
averages
each year
ofTatents
during its lease or
$1,000,000,
e
thousand, the inven-Hv- over iliu. Tolanric ware mnilfi hv
'
the
mum"
may almost
bump of the Yankee
so Charles Elliott, a seal expert, before
1.
developing
It
ne seen growing.
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Beauty
Adorned
Mrs. Joyce gazed persistently out of
the car window.
"She's mad as a hornet," Joyce told
himself. But be could not think what
he had done to produce the gathering

storm.

They had been in the park
and
there had enjoyed themselves like a
couple of children playing truant.
e
Everything had been merry until
they took the car for home.
Then Mrs. Joyce had suddenly froze
up. Joyce had made numerous efforts
to thaw her out, but he had met with
no encouraging signs of success. He
decided to try again.
"You don't know how much prettier
you are when you smile," he said with
a labored attempt at a joke.
Silence greeted this remark.
"Do you know you have two deep
wrinkles when you frown like that?"
just-befor-

Christmas
Is Coming

he asked.
A withering glance was the only
acknowledgment of this remark.
"I'll say 'make' if you will say
'up'," Joyce tried again
Mrs. Joyce gave not the slightest Indication that she meant to say "up" or
anything else. Joyce surrendered and
went to reading an evening newspaper
which he drew from his pocket.

They roue several blocks with no
in their attitude.
Then Mrs.
Joyce glancing out of the window on
the opposite side from her and
stealing a look at her husband,
AS A MAN SHOULD ANSWER
was dumfounded to find him deeply
in his newspaper. That he
For Once a New Yorker Rose to the immersed
should calmly read when she was
Occasion and Was There With
refused to become
angry and had
Apt Response.
reconciled was an unheard of thing in
Two men somewhat alike as to their lives. It did not reduce her original displeasure any degree.
build, dress and general appearance
She stood it as long as she could,
entered an upper West side restaurant within a few minutes of one an- then sht burst out: "I wish you would
other the other evening, says the New not sprbwl all over the seat that
York Press. They were also alike and way!"
"Eh?" said Joyce, who was not as
not different from the average New
Yorker in burying themselves in news- deeply Interested in what be was
as a casual observer might
papers as soon as they had chosen reading

char

We have a suggestoin

for those who would
give

handsome and

lnci-dentl- y

KEEP THEIR

MEMORY GREEN

Frenchmen Delight in Pilgrimages to
the Tombs of the Great or
Notorious.
The chapel tomb of Honore de Balzac at Pere la Chaise was visited this
afternoon by a group of admirers who
make a yearly pilgrimage to the spot
on August 18. There "friends of Balzac" keep the novelist's memory
green in an essentially Parisian manner, leaving cards and bead wreaths
on the tomb and delivering speeches
and eulogies that are listened to
reverently by a fair audience.

During August Innumerable American tourists visit the different cemeteries of the city, and many happened
to be at Pere la Chaise this afternoon
at the time of the little ceremony.
The French themselves have a veritable cult for ancestors that must be
second only to that of the Japanese,
and on every fete day anniversary or
holiday they "precipitate themselves"
(to use their own expressive word)
to the cemeteries, leaving always
some mark
presence in the
shape of a bouquet, large or small.
The tombs of public men and women
are yearly the object of special demonstrations.
Heine's tomb is perhaps one of the
most favored by foreigners, but that
of the original Dumas' "Dame aux
Camelias" is the best cared for, as
every day in the year it is visited and
womcarefully dusted by a
an with dyed yellow hair and thread
gloves, who enters freely into conversation with all visitors and loves to
relate the history of this "Marguerite." Paris Correspondence London
Evening Standard.
half-craz-

y

Sleep the Fountain of Youth.
Any number of women who are cut-

ting ruthlessly into their allowance
to swell the cash drawer of the beauty
parlors could solve the riddle of appearing fresh and animated if they
would but make a practice of taking
the proper amount of sleep.
The value of sleep as a restorative
and as a fountain of youth is unbelievable until one has bathed regularly therein. It almost seems magic in
its effect and many a woman who has
discovered the secret is the envy and
admiration of her beauty parlor
friends.
Eight hours for work, eight hours for
sleep and eight for play is the old rule.
Up to now no one has improved on
this proportion. If you care more for
the preservation of your youth and
attractiveness than of your pleasure
take not less than the allotted eight
hours of sleep from the 24.
Quail Hatches Chicken.
An Incident of some Interest is reported from the Woodland neighborhood. Last week on the farm of W.
L. Riley of that vicinity a quail's nest
was found in which a hen had laid an
egg. With this was found the usual
number of quail eggs.
The last of the week the hen egg

hatched and the quail seemed to lose
all Interest In her own eggs and turned her attention to the chick, leaving
her nest and disappearing with it.
Some of the quail eggs were broken
and showed that they would have
been hatched In another week.
Post.

Mor-ganfie-ld

Turkey Leads In Good Work.
From benighted Turkey comes news
through the state department of an
Invention calculated to make the dishonest milkmen of all the world quake
in their boots. The Invention consists
of a can fitted with valves which permit a liquid to be poured out but not
In. There is an opening, of course, by
which the can ls filled, but as soon as
this is done and scientific Inspectors
have tested the contents and pronounced them unadulterated and
milk, the opening is officially
sealed. After that the milk is ready
to be sent to the censumer.

tables.
Presently

there

entered a
woman, somewhat in a hurry, if one were to Judge
from her manner, and a trifle distrait.
Glancing hastily around the
room, she seated herself at the table
which one of the men had selected.
He merely lifted his eyes from his
paper for an instant, in the disinterested manner New Yorkers adopt, and
fell to reading again, while the woman seized the menu card and began
studying it. It took her a couple of
minutes to decide what she wanted.
Having found it, she laid her hand on
the arm of the man. As he looked up
at her a curious expression came over
well-dresse-

good-lookin- g

her

face.
"Why why, you're not my husband,
are you?" she gasped.
"I am sorry, madam," he replied
gallantly, "that I am not."
Then both of them laughed, which

aroused the man at the other table
from his paper long enough to permit
him to announce himself.

have imagined.
"I said I wish you would sit up in
your seat and not crowd me so." Mrs.
Joyce's voice was as cool and tinkling
as ice.
Joyce moved over and gave her
half of his third of the seat. Then she
exclaimed: "It's the last time I'll
come to the park with you, staring at
strange women as you were and humiliating me!"
"Doing what?" asked Joyce, genuinely surprised.
"Now, that's right;
pretend you
don't know what I mean. You know
you stared at that blonde woman In
blue till she grinned right in my
face!"
"Esther, what in the name of Moses
are you talking about?"
"Oh, you know as well as I do,"
responded Mrs. Joyce.
But if you
"I certainly do not.
think I was staring or even looking
at some other woman you are much
mistaken." Joyce knew from experience juBt the kind of time he would
have if this thing was allowed to run

on.
"Louis Joyce, do you mean to tell
me that you did not stare at that fat
blonde with the blue hobble and the
French heeled pumps and the low
neck that she ought to be ashamed
to wear even in a ballroom? Now,
don't tell me you did not see her, for
I saw you looking right at her."
Joyce had seen her and she did
not exactly fit his wife's description,
but he felt that he must settle this
matter at once.
"Oh," he said. "Do you mean that
woman with the three
fat,
chins and the duck waddle? Of course
1
saw her, but I never thought you
would accuse me of staring at a
A
woman like that. Gee whiffles!
fellow couldn't any more help seeing
her than he could the elephant In a
Take it from me, I
circus parade
have no desire to stare at other women when I have the prettiest little
woman in the park right beside me.
Why, Esther, you really wound me
sometimes, I I hardly know what to

Largest Gas Tank In the World.
Contracts have been awarded foi
the erection at Pittsburg at a cost of
$500,000 of the largest holder for the
storage of natural gas in the world.
The big holder will be erected on
the company's storage property at Rebecca street and South avenue, North
Side, close to the great natural gaa
holder which now has the record for
size. These two great holders will
be filled with natural gas during the
night for use in the North Side district during the daytime and will be
used to cover any possible emergency
in the natural gas supply for the territory north of the Allegheny river.
The giant holder will have a capacity of 6,000,000 cubic feet of natural gas. It will have a diameter of
226 feet, will be 208 feet high and the
material composing it will weigh
about 5,000 tons. The present natural gas holder of the Philadelphia
company has a capacity of 5,000,000
cubic feet, is 198 feet in diameter and
190 feet high.
Oil and Gas.
say."

d

"Well," said Mrs. Joyce, on the defensive, "she thought yo were lookTokyo Type Foundry.
ing at her and that kind of woman
The leading type foundry of the Far always thinks she can get any man's
ls
located at Tokyo and produces admiration."
East
two series of Chinese type. The first
"She does, does she? Well, she's
series, consisting of 5,000 characters, got several more thinks! I have
has in combinations a total of 150,000 right here a little woman that has
separate pieces of type. The second all the blondes from here to Helena
series has 3,000 characters and
faded to a frazzle." Joyce beamed
combinations.
on his wife.
The producers of the type publish a
Mrs. Joyce smiled and pulled her
catalogue in which each character ls skirts closer to her as she said: "I
printed and by the Bide of this charac- wish you wouldn't sit so far out in
ter ls given the number of combina- the aisle. You )ook awfully uncomtions in which it Is used. This foundry fortable that way."
also produces Japanese characters, the
Hlrakana In 152 characters and 30,000
Several days later Joyce was holdcombinations and the Katakana In 81 ing forth enthusiastically
about a
characters and 19,000 combinations.
dress and a hat he had seen worn by
such a fine looking woman. He said
she looked stunning, but he couldn't
Old Festival Retained.
With an unbroken record dating just remember where he had seen
back to 1682, the quaint and pictur- her.
"What was the dress like?" asked
festival was obesque
Mrs. Joyce.
,
served at St. Oswald's church,
"Why, the dress was some kind of
Westmoreland, England, recent
close fitting, with very
ly. The ceremony ls a survival of ths soft blue stuff,
a low neck. And
and
sleeves
short
to
were
when
rushes
employed
days
of blue straw
some
was
kind
hat
the
floors
from
damp
protect worshipers
while kneeling. Each year the in- with oodles of feather on It and "
"That will do, Louis." Mrs. Joyce
habitants conveyed to the church a
new supply of rushes. Nowadays the looked dlscouragingly grim. "You are
vicar of the parish received a kind of describing the dress worn by the
memorial gift of rushes and a special blonde In the park whom you thought
so hideous."
service marks the occasion.
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lessness. So free, in fact, that, prac
to obtain such a tribute to his prow as It is, must come during the early
Doll
Doll
Horns,
Beds,
Drums,
Houses, Sets of China Dishes,
stages of the bout The longer the
tically all the criminal cases on the by the me of S. S. S., the greatest ess.
contest
decket of the court, in addition to of all vegetable blood purifiers.
lasts
the
worse
It
will
be
for
Welsh's last important engagement
Mechanical Toys, Rubber Balls, Blocks, Character Undestrud.
the new business created by the This is. a medicine of unquestioned was when he lost the English light- the easterner, McFarland will probIn
a waiting game, blocking
grand jury, have been disposed of
able Dolls and so continuing.
of Conta weight title to Matt Wells. There was ably play and
a term of court lasting but one week ability in the treatment more
carefully
no
Welsh's
even
peppering Murphy with
made
protest
by
than
Poison,
tor
Blood
During the past year not a single gious
friends over that decision, for Wells' his long, straight left, until the New
case of murder was brought before forty years it has been prepared
to admit of York boy begins to wilt under the
victory was too clean-cu- t
the court for trial. The laws hare and sold as a cure for this trouble, argument.
When one looks back over bombardment. To mfet matters with
been well enforced by competent and not only its efficacy, bat the
Welsh's record it is hard to ree in Murphy from the beginning of the
officers. Godliness and right living fad that it does not contain a par- him a
difficult proposition for Wolgast fray would be foolish on McFarland's
bave increased and there is every
part. He has too much at stake to
harmful
solve.
to
other
He hasn't improved a'or
ticle
of
mineral,
thteason for giving thanks for
warrant him in trying to win In a
since
he
Wells
arms
last
crossed
with
.30.
Wessings of the year. While Thanka- - drug, should be an inducement to
hurry. If the Chicagoan should fall
much
can
takten
be
for
that
suffergranted.
g ving is a holiday and can be utll any Contagious Blood Poison
to beat Murphy
it would be
ized by the people as they please, it is er to begin its use.
S. S. S. goes Also, if McFarland got to his body a serious check decisively
to his ambitions and
to
to
hard
want
him
make
enough
'THE STORE Of
fitting that they should pause long right down into the circulation, and
in that Milwaukee affair, how hopes for the future.
QUALITY"
Off all
14
enough in the pursuit of the pleas removes every trace of the destructive quit
Off
ures of the day to observe it accord virus. It heals all sores, stops falling will Welsh feel when Wolgast begins
n
and-b- y
his
and
those
with
Suits
of
and
Coats,
slashing
enriching
hair,
cleansing
ing to its original significance
all
who represents
H. McNew,
the
the blood, Soon clears the body of tearing, pile driving punches which
fer thanks to the Almighty.
Home Treatment have spelled disaster for so many Pueblo Broom and Bedding company,
and Dresses
every symptom.
book and any medical advice free.
Boy's Suits
tough fellows In the past? Welsh has was in Las Vegas today calling on
S. S. S. rs sold atrrrnc; r.torea.
trade.
the
to
ahle
be
to
stated
4
.expects
iji&t
THE SwWNMMfrt- CO., Affcata. Ca.
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TOYLAND IS NOW READY
FOR INSPECTION

f,

HOW

CURE

BLOOD POISON

-

Special Sale oi Table Linens and Napkins Is On In
Full Blast Until November
ion
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-
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PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

Blanchard left last night
for jl b itiness trip to Old Mexico.
F. Cobb arrived last night from
his home in Albuquerque on & business trip.
.
A. Owens drove in yesterday
from his home in Mineral Hill in a
busiuess trip.
Mrs. George Southerland and baby
returned last night from a short visit
to Albuquerque.
Division Foreman P. J. Ogden returned last night from a business
trip to Santa Fe.
Dr. W. R. Tipton went to Watrous
yesterday afternoon on business nd
will return home this evening
Clarence Posey, after a visit of n
month in Las Vegas left this afternoon for his home in Callao, Mo.
K. D. Frisby, of El Paso, arrived
last night from his home on the uor-de- r
and was in Las Vegas today on
business.
Joe Raycroft, after spending sevi il
days in Las Vegas visiting frienda, returned to his, home in Watrou yesterday afternoon.
ftov Se'inger left last night on fiaiu
N j 9 for Saltlllo, Mexico, where I:e
Wiil enter the employ of the 3anca
Rosa Miring company.
Tom Tehan, who has been in Las
Ye as for the past six months, let'
last night for El Paso where he expect to spend the winter.
Mrs. J. S. Moore, accompanied by
het daughter, Susie and son Herbert,
loft ycpteiday afternonr. on the In"
train No. 10 for Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Kearney, Hector Kearney and Mrs. Clifford drove
in this morning from their ranch near
Watrous in the Kearney touring car.
William Shillinglaw, secretary of
the Business Men's association, went
to Watrous yesterday afternoon on
liusiness and returned this afternoon.
Mrs. S. A. Connell left this afternoon for Colorado Springs to spend
Thanksgiving with her sister, MHs
Ruth Schlot, who is attending Colorado College.
John Stein, superintendent of the
Harvey Houses of the Rocky Mountain division, arrived in Las Vegas
this afternoon and will go south this
evening on train No. 9.
Miss Marie Sedgwick, after spending two months in Las Vegas visiting
her uncle, Mr. Sedgwick, will leave
Friday afternoon for her home in
Ch-trle- s

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take, Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Main

CO.

it

No Darning

For Six Months
If You Get This Mark on Your

Hosiery Today
Buy six pairs of Holeproof Hosiery now
and you won't have any darning for
half a year no necessity of wearing
darned hose no wasted time in looking for whole hose no hosiery trouble
whatever. Try it for six months.

FAMOUS

Holeproof Hosiery

For Men Women and Children

and
The genuine bears the trade-mar- k
the signature of Carl Freschl. 38 years
of experience go into every pair.
See the wide assortment today. Six
pairs cost $1.50 to $3.00 according to
finish. For sale by

Hoffman and

Graubarth
Sole Agent

EXHIBIT

AT

NORMAL NEXT

WEEK

WEDNESDAY,

is some good talent In the school and
when all the instruments have been
received a good band will be turned
out in a short time. During the first
term, which was brought to a close
today, the Normal has turned away 56
st'icentB because of the lack of room.
The congested condition is principally
in the grades below the eighth grade.
In the eighth grade and above a few

mere students can be accommodated
PHOTOGRAPHS OF OLD MASTERS' The Xormal's attendance is growing
so rapidly that a new building will be
WORKS TO BE EXHIBITED
a necessity in the near future. ' It
THREE DAY&.
is hoped that the increased facilities
for handling the enrollment will be
Residents of Las Vepas are sure 'Oj
wilhout de,ay M,M A(jrora
evince an interest in the art exhibit
Ixiero's oration, which won second
and demonstration of paper bag cook
place for the Normal in the recent
ing, which will occur at the Normal New Mexico interscholastic oratori--a- !
University next month. The art excontest, has been published in two
hibit will begin on Wednesday of next El Paso
newspapers as well as sevweek and will continue for three days.
eral New Mexico publications. The
The cooking demonstration will occur
oration is of particular merit and
on the afternoon of December 18 and
wherever it has been published it
will be under the direction of Miss
ii.tq created favorable comment reAnne ueorge, neau or the department fit
ting credit upon Miss Lucero and
Of domestic science.
bh
school she represents.
Photographs of the productions of
such masters of the brush as Michelangelo, Rembrandt and Rafael will CASCARETS CURE A
be features of the art exhibit. The
BILIOUS HEADACHE
pictures have been secured at considerable expense and are sure to apyour
Gently but thoroughly clease
peal to the art loving public. An adLiver, Stomach and Bowels and
mission of ten cents will be charged.
you feel great by morning.
The proceeds of the exhibit will be
used for the purchase of suitable pictures for the children's rooms at the
You're bilious, you have a throbNormal. The exhibit will be open to bing sensation In your head, a bad
the public at 2 o'clock Wednesday aft- taste In your mouth, your eyes burn,
ernoon.
On Thursday and Friday your skin is yellow, with dark rings
evenings the public will be admitted under your eyes; your Hps are
at 7:30 o'clock and the exhibit will parched. No wonder you feel ugly,
remain open until the last of the vis mean and
Your sytsem
itors has had an opportunity to ad is full of bile not properly passed on,
mire the pictures.
and what you need is a cleaning up
of inside. Don't, continue
Miss George's demonstration
being a bilious
paper hag cooking will be particularly nuisance to yourself and those who
timely, as this method of cooking has love you, and don't resort to harsh
lately came into general interest all physics that irritate and injure.
over the country. Miss George is a
that every disorder of the
wonder at cooking in all its phases
liver and intestines can be
stomach,
and her demonstration will bring out
cured by morning with genquickly
many
pointers which Las Vegas
Caeca rets they work
housewives will be surprised to learn. tle, thorough
A
box from
while
you
sleep.
The public and particularly the wowill keep you and the
your
druggist
men of Las Vegas are invited to be
entire family feeling good for months.
present. Further announcemen conlove to take Casoarets, bebe Children
will
cerning the demonstration
cause they taste good and never gripe
made later.
The board of regents has author- or sicker.
ized the ordering of several new instruments for the Normal band. The
Once more we hear the ancient
musicians are practicing regularly un"Why is football?"
der the direction of O. C. Zingg. There Hiery:
-

In-d-

STAGE

SET

FOR

THANKSGIVING

riapolis.
Mr ; nd Mrs., F. J; Evans will ai
ttf'v ioit.?ht from their home in Clo
vis and will spend Thanksgiving wi.h
Mi-- ,
iijvi Mrs. Batchelor.
Mr; F.vanh
is Pal tn-- Fe train master at Clovis.

GAME

The Otitic is indebted to Mrs. E. J.
Scott for the editorial in today's
on the origin of Thanksgiving,
was reproduced from o olip
which
NORMAL TEAM IS PUT THROUGH
Mrs.
Scott has preserved for
ping
A WORKOUT BY COACHES;
several years.
HAWKS ARE READY
.'s-s-

A
representative of The Optic
watched the final workout of the
Normal University football team on
the Baca avenue grounds Tuesday afternoon, and was greatly impressed
hy the speed, ease and precision with
their
which the team ran through
mass of complicate plays and formations. He also saw the splendid exhibition of punting, tackling and line
for(lunging. The coaches have not
of
principles
gotten the elementary
the game as was shown by the deadly
manner in which the man with the
hall was thrown.
With the cry of "Stop Webb, Hold
being
cm! faster, faster, now har-r-d- "
dinned continually in their ears, the
men went at their work with a spirit
and enthusiasm that was truly remarkable. The various shifts and
an
split plays were reeled off without
error and at a terrific speed. It is
evident that the Normal
Plainly
coaches fear the mighty Webb, the
fullback, Tor the
Hawks'
teachins
past week has been spent in
tu
and
charge
block
to
the line how
as to stop this human catapult. Speed
demandand accuracy, has also been
ed. The Normal adherents believe that
in
if they can hold the town boys
eventwill
that
they
the first period
the Normal
ually win the same as
conditeam is in splendid physical
of
Gallegos
tion, with the exception
Larraaolo,
who la still on crutches.
groomed
carefully
however, has been
make a
will
and
end
for the
position
on the
fit running mate for Bentley,
line.
the
other end of
The holes in the Normal line have
at left
been plugged up. The hole
Fe
Santa
the
in
evident
guard so
Valverde
game is no longer there.
and
is a tower of strength at center,
McCullough,
Sanchez,
backed np by
quarand Haywards, forms a powerful
and
Baca
tette around the keystone.
the
of
side
Fredericks on the right
and
up
line have been tearing things
Both men
will play a star game.
In
great style
break through the line
with the
field
the
and often are down
d

The Ladies' Aid Society of the Baptist church will meet at the eiiuych
on Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Tuesday, December 5th

THE
TRAVELING

SALESMAN
By JAMES FORBES, Author of "THE CHORUS LADY"

Have the Kind of Food That
Nourishes Brain

Must

"I am a literary man whose nervous energy is a great part of my
stock in trade, and ordinarily I have
foods
little patience with breakfast
and the extravagant claims made of
them. But I cannot withhold my
acknowledgement of the debt that I
food.
owe to Grape-Nut- s
"I discovered long ago that the
very bulkiness of the ordinary diet
was not calculated to give one a clear
head, the power of sustained, accurate thinking. I always felt heavy and
afsluggish in mind as well as body
ter eating the ordinary meal, which
diverted the blood from the brain to
the digestive apparatus.
"1 tried foods easy of digestion, but
found them usually deficient in nutri(I
expie(rimented fwlth many
ment,.
breakfast foods and they, too, proved
Grape-Nuts- .
unsatisfactory, till I reached
the
problem was
And then

THE

THE PLAY WITH
ONE THOUSAND

LAUGHS

RECORD

9 Months New York. 7 Months Chicago.

5 Months Boston
Original Scenic and Electrical Equipment and a Company
Unusual Excellence, including

DON nacMILi AN

of

and DOROTHY GREY

agreed with- - me per
the
beginning, satisfying
fectly from
and
supplying the nutrimy hunger
ment that so many other prepared
foods lack.
lon'
"I had not been using it very
out
was
I
turning
that
I
before found
of
and
quality
quantity
unusual
an
demonstrathas
use
Continued
work
that
ed to my enttfre satisfaction
elements
the
food contains
Grape-Nut- s
and nervous
needed by the brain
hard working public
the
of
gystem
Postum Co.,
writer." Name given by
Mich.
Battle Creek,
is ex"There's a reason," and it
Road
"The
book.
little
plained in the
to Wellville," in pkgs
letter? A new
Ever read the above
to time
time
from
one
of human
oeuine. true, .nd full

m

W

tor a
was denied.
iChavee county, hearing set for DeCase 1327, United States of Ameri cember 5.
ca, appellee, vs. George SneU appelCase 1437, the Community ditches
lant; apepal dismissed, appellee to or Aoeqnlas of Tularosa Townsite, a
pay cost
corporation; appellant vs. The TulaCase 1325, Vicente Montoys, plain- rosa Community Ditch, W. D. Tipton
tiff, vs. Unknown heira of Francisco et al., appellees, Otero, set for hearMontes Vigil, deceased, et al , defend ing December.
ants, appellants, vs. Candido G. GonAfter the completion of this busizales, et al., appellee, motion for re-- ness the court adjourned until 10
Tiearing on the constitutionality of the o'clock tomorrow.
act granted and set for argument De
cember 1.
Case 1425, George A, Davison, plain
For coughing, dryness and tickling
tiff, and Etta Oowens, defendant, ap In the throat, hoarseness
and all
pellees, vs. Citizens National Bank of coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
and Tar
O. G. Schaefer
Roswell. defendant: appellant
from and Red Compound.
Cross Drug Co.
tion

Now for

Thanksgiving

We have in store for you everything in the line of Kitchen Utensils,
fine chinaware, cut
glassware, Rogers
Silver tableware, Savory and Reed
Roasters, Dining Room
Furniture,
Table Linens and Napkins.
Specials for Tuesday and Wednesday.
$1.00 for $1.50 Savory Roaster.
$1.75 for ihe $2.25 all enameled roast
ers.
$2.25 for the $3.00 "Reed" enamelei
roasters.
$2.66 for the $3.75 "Reed" enameled
Roasters. In large turkey sise.
on on all imported Chinaware.
off on all cut glass ware.
5
off on all Table Linens and Napkins.
off on ;ny sideboard, buffet, serving table and dining table in this
sal for cash only.

RHODENITE
VARISCITE
CARMAZUL

SAPPHIRES

Ir

TOURMALINES
AND OTHER

SEMI-PRECIOU-

STONES

S

FOR MOUNT-

ING IN GOLD OR SILVER
LET US SHOW THEM

5

5

TAUPERT
MANUFACTURING

JEWELER

U?e Rosenthal
V. M. C. A.

Opposite

CHAS. LEWIS
SUPREME
GETS
TO

COURT

TAILOR FOR MEN

DOWN

Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

WORK

WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

ADJOURNED
SESSION OF THAT
TRIBUNAL EXPECTS TO TRANSACT MUCH BU8INESS

Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 29. The ter
ritorial supreme court met In ad
Besides
journed session yesterday.
W. H. Pope, chief justice who presided, the following were present:
associate justice;
John R. McFie,
Frank W. Parker, associate justice;
Ira A. Abbott, asociate justice; Merrlt C. Mechein, associate Justice; Edward R. Wright, associate justice;
Clarence J. Roberts, associate justice; David J. Leahy, United States
attorney; Frank W. Clancy, attorney
general; Creighton M. Foraker, United States marshal, Jose D. Sena,
clerk.
Two cases were brought up in yesterday afternoon's session. The flist
was case 1403, John H. McKnight, ap
pellee, vs. El Paso Brick company, appellant, Dona Ana county, and was
set for argument December 1. Tbe
second case was 1433, Territory of
New Mexico, appellee, vs. Richard C.
Graves, appellant from Chavez county. This case was continued by stipulation.
The court then adjourned until 10
o'clock today.
This imoiinjg'e Isesslon opened
with all the Judges present. Case
1354, in the matter of the last will and
testament of Sarah Ellen Dye, deceased, Iiah Dye, executor, appellee vs
Ora Butler Meece, appellant, a mo
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Want fld.
fiabit

ft
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

ft
ft

i"r

0

ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

t

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

ft
ft
ft

ft
ft

ft

ft
ft
ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit tha
will help people to get what they want when
hey want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Pbotie

lain

2
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Surplus

Capital Paid in

How Do You Like Your Milk 7

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

m. CUNNINOHAM, President
j.
PRANK SPRINUER. Vice President

0. T. HOSKIN3.

C

Miller

LAS VEGA8

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

s

.PPt.

Five

Prices 75, $1.00 and $1.50 Seat Sale Murphey's and Schaefer's

solved.

"Grape-Nut-

29, $911.

-

THE GREAT LAUGHING SUCCESS

THE MOST DISCUSSED
COMEDY OF THE CENTUkY

BRAIN WORKER

NOVEMBER

A SMALL BEGINNING
I

is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
STERILIZING OVENS

and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other,
op-tuni- ty

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy
T. A. AKERS, Mgr.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

PHONE MAIN S12
M

n

ama, Uruguay.
The afternoon session of Wednesday, December 6th, will be devoted to
the foreign repreaentaUTea, when the
will deliver
following delegate

URAYTELLS ABOUT
RRIGATIQN

H. B. Pederlco Mejia,

H. E. Sze, the Chinese mlnlater.
R. H. Campbell, director of foreatry,

P(

Canada.
S. Mackintosh, director of Irrigation
South Australia.
Abel Pardo, consul general of Argentina.
Nlel Nielson, late minister of lands,
New South Wales.
C. W. Sutton, director of irrigation.
Peru.

GIVES DE.
SECRETARY
TAILED INFORMATION FOR
THE DELEGATES

FOREIGN

I
vl

t
M
DO

P

ri
a.
P

I
t.

o

I
h
u

r

Albuqurrque, N.

M

,

Nov. 29.

For

the Information of delegates and others planrii ig to attend the meetings
the Nineteenth National Irrigation
congress
beg to furnish the followInformation:
ing
The desistration headquarters of the
congress are at the Auditorium the-

Of

e. McQueen

1

gray,

Foreign Secretary, National Irriga
tion Congress.

ater.

WENDELL PHILLIPS CENTENARY
The national officers' headquarters
Boston, Nov. 29 The regard in
are at the Hotel La Salle.
which the memory of Wendell PhilThe opening session of the congress
is held was given expresson In
all the morning sessions and the ses- lips
Boston and vicinity today by notable
sion of Friday afternoon, will be held
commemorating the 100th
exercises
at the Auditorium theater, 56 East
anniversary of the birth of the cele
Congress street. The afternoon ses- iotH ratnr and reformer. The ah- aions (except the session on Friday
obBervanoe began at sunrise with
afternoon) will be held at the Orches- tomD in
phI1i
tra hall, 220 South Michigan avenue. the Milton cemetery. Later in the
Evening sessions will be held as the day exercises were held at the
follows: Tuesday evening, Orchesof Phillips' birthplace in Beacon
tra hall; Tuesday evening, Auditorium site
at Ms old home in Phillips
street,
theater; other evenings, as announcSquare, and in Faneull hall, where
ed later.
oratory was often
his
On arriving in Chicago delegates
abolition, Irish
behalf
of
in
at heard
should present their credentials
home rule and other reform
Irish
the registration headquarters, where movements which he advocated.
they will be furnished with a badge,
admitting to the section reserved for
delegates.
The woman who insists that she is
The following governments are to
to
a
"perfect lady" is seldom able
be represented officially at the Nait.
prove
tional Irrigation congress:
Russia S. Syromiatriikoff and T.
Kryshtofovich; Germany, N. Kauf- anns and P. Quedefeld; Great Britain,
R. H. Campbell and F. H. Peters; Salvador, H. E. Federlco Mejia, minister
of Salvador; China, II. E. Mr. Sze,
COMPOUND
minister of China; Costa Rica, M. G.
three decades a favorite
For
over
Zeledon; Peru, C. W. Sutton; Argen- household medicine forCOUGHS,
tina, Abel Pardo; Guatemala, Angel COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING
Pena; Nicaragua, H. E. Droz; South COUGH. BRONCHITIS, HARD
Australia, S. Mackintosh; New South anrlSTTIFFY BREATHING. Take
"Walea, Nlel Nielson.
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
The following countries have inti- and reliable The Bee Hive on the
mated their Intention of taking part carton is the mark of the genuine
In the congress, but official represen- Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
tatives have not yet been named:
Red Cross Drug Co.
Chile, Colombia,
Honduras, Pan- -
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FOLEY'S

HONEY

and

TAR

COAL AND WOOD

ERUPTION CAUSED

TERRIBLE SUFFERING

RESTAURANT

THE LOBBY

U?e Optic

HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

THE

BEST GOODS

AND

CA

Ft

DINNER

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

18, 1911.

One brown mare, 9 years

To-wi- t:

Baby's Body Covered with Large
Sores. Seemed to Itch and Burn,
Finger Nails Fell Off. Little or
Used Cuticura Soap
No Sleep.
and Ointment. In 6 Weeks Cured.

hands.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will bo sold
by this Board for the benefit, of the
owner when found

SOCIETY AND

WANT

600 lbs., 12

Hj
E9

CHAPMAN

LODGE
A.

BUSINESS

NO. 2, A. P. A

M.

DIRECTORY

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each,
Viaitln
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Geo
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B.

com-

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
.
Talilala. ' la1a'''"uWT"T'vt''i'l'l
month. Visiting broth-er- a
cordially invited.
AD V R
tATEa FOR CLASSIFIED
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
TI8EMENT8
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
FW
.onts per line each Insertion Sporleder, Secretary.
.
NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
it i mate six. ordinary words to a
In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
NO.
2,
LAS
VEGA
8 COMMANDERY,
na. Ho ad to occupy leaa apace than
building.
Visiting members are corKNIGHTS TEMPLAR Regwo lines. All advertisement charg-i- d
V. R. Tipton, O. K;
invited.
dially
Tuesular conclave second
will be booked at apace actually
E.
P.
Mackel, F. S.
i at. without
day In each month at Ma
regard to number of
U.
words. Caah in advance preferred. sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. C.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Hmicher. 8. C: Chas. Tamnie, Re
Meet In the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
hall, on the second and fourth Fri
CHAPTER NO 3,
LAS VEGAS
day of each month at 8. p. m. C. Clay
ROYAL ARCH MA80N8 Regular
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitconvocation first Monday
ing neighbors are especially wella each month at Ma
come and cordially invited.
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
OpMo'a Number, Main 2.
DENTISTS.
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
secretary.

COLUMN

"When my baby boy was six months old,
his body was completely covered with laree
seemed to itch and burn, and cause
t
sana that
terrible sufferlnR. 1 lie eruption began in pimples which
CATTLE 3ANITARY BOARD,
would open and run, making
laree sores. His hair came
Albuquerque, N. M.
out and linger nails (ell off, 1st
Nov.
23,
last
pub. Dec. 5, 1911.
pub.
and the sores were over the
entire body, causing little or
no sleep for baby or myself.
Eatray Advertisement
Great scabs would come oft
Notice la hereby given to whom It
when I removed his shirt.
"We tried a great many may concern that the following deremedies, but nothing would
scribed estray animal was taken up by
help him, till a friend
me to try the Cuticura
F. G. Blake, Coyote, N. M., Oct. 26,
used
I
Soap and Ointment.
Oint1911.
and
Cuticura
Soap
the
ment but a short time before
To-wlOne dark brown horse, 12
imI could see that he was
14 bands.
750
weeks'
six
in
lbs.,
years,
proving, and
time he was entirely cured. He had suffered
Branded
-- uticura
about six weeks before we tried thehad
tried
we
On right hip
Soap and Ointment although
too. I
doctors
and
several other things,
Branded
all
do
that
will
Semi
.lies
Cuticura
the
think
On left hip
Is claimed for them, and a great deal more.
(Signed) Mrs. Noble Tubman, Dodson, Mont.
Said animal being unknown to this
1911.
Jan. 28,
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
Cuticura
Soap
a
For more than generation
ecoDec. 15, '11, said date being 10
and Ointment have afforded the most
before
nomical treatment for affections of the skin
A
last appearance of thla ad
after
adults.
and
children
days
and scalp of infants,
(25c.) and box vertisement, said estray will be sold
single cake of Cuticura Soap are
suffoften
of Cuticura Ointment (50c.)
First class
by tils Board for the benefit of tho WANTED
icient. Although sold by druggists and dealers
liberal
902 Third street.
a
sample of owner when found.
the
world,
throughout
be
each, with 32-- p. book on the skin, will &
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
sent free, on application to Potter Drug
A girl for
WANTED
lloston.
ISA,
Chera. Corp., Dept.
Albuquerque, N. M.
403
avenue.
Railroad
Dec.
Nov.
5,1911
23, last pub.
1st pub.

t

.

0:

0

Wanted

OR. E. L. HAMMOND

RAN8FORD

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

Meets first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mare. Minerva A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
S.

seamstress

tf
dining room

tf

If you would have your own way
you must be willing to travel alone

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phona
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER

&

HUNKER

A. Hunker
WANTED Three or four clean furLODGE
NO.
Law.
1,
DORADO
EL
at
Estray Advertisement
Attorneys
nished rooms, or small furnished
New Mexico.
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
KNIGHT8
OF
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
at times.
house.
Permanent. No healthseek
eveevery
may concern that the following deMonday
ers. H. T. D., care Optic.
A woman drifts into religion as nat- scribed estray animal was taken up by
ning In Castle Hall.
MASSAGE
Visiting Knights are
urally as a man drifts Into politics. Pedro P. Romero, Cuervo, N. M., Nov HIGHER CLASS or better paying eminvited.
cordially
7, 1911.
ployment than that of representing
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Chas. E. Llebscii- One sorrel mare, 5 or
Eatray Advertisement
a leading nursery company Is not
Masseuse and Midwife.
1
nler, Cha n c e o r
Notice Is hereby given to whom it years, 400 lbs.. 14 hands.
to be had. If you are ambitious to
6211
Phone,
purple
Commander. Harry
may concern that the following deBranded
better your condition, the oppor918 Lincoln.
Residenc
Martin, Keeper of
scribed estray animal was taken up by
tunity lies before you In entering
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
On left hip
Records and Seal.
Arthur Hollenbeck, Folsom. N. M,
Fwj our employ. Salem Nursery Com
pany, Salem, Oregon.
July 17, 1911.
Said animal being unknown to this
One bay horse, 9 years,
NO.
lULAL time cakd
BROTHERHOOD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
650 lbs.
102 Meets every Monday night at
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
Branded
bhb days after last appearance of thla ad
their hall In the Schmidt building,
EA8T BOUND
FOR SALE 1,000 one and two year
On left shoulder
9MM
west of Fountain Square, at eight Arrive
sold
will
said estray
be
Depart
vertisement,
1
A.
old Shropshire rams, all
No.
Said animal being unknown to this
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- No. 2. . . 9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. m.
this Board for the benefit of the
by
C.
E.
stock.
or
on
owner
Hartley,
Springer.
Board, unless claimed by
11:10 p. m
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- No. 4... .11:05 p m.
owner when found.
N. M.
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
1:25 a. m.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre- No. 8... . 1:15 a. m
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
C. Bally, Treasurer.
days after last appearance of this ad
2:10 p. m.
m
tary;
.
N. M.
1:45
No.
10...
p.
Albuquerque,
FOR SALE 20 good rams 1 year old
vertisement, said estray will be sold 1st
pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911.
Ve
Colo.
Address
Las
Co.,
Sheep
by this Board for the benefit of the
E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
WEST BOUND
6t
gas, N. M.
owner when found.
I.
O. of B. B. Meeta
Advertisement
every first No. 1.
1:45 p. in.
Eatray
.1:20 p. m.".
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Tuesday of the month In the vestry No. 3
.6:15 p. m.
6:10 a. m.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
rooms of Temple Mod tef lore at 8 No. 7
may concern that the following de4:50 p. m
4:40 p. m
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911 scribed eatray animal was taken up by
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are No. 9
.TMU. p. mV
6:36 p. m
Modern flat, Inquire
Isaac Appel,
J. H. Head, White Water, N. M., Sept FOR RENT
cordlclly Invited
Doll's Store.
Estray Advertisement
20, 1911.
President; Charles Greenclay, Secmay concern that the following deOne bay mare, one year
retary.
J. E. Parker, 2021 No. 10th St., Ft
scribed estray animal was taken up by old, about 350 lbs.
FOR RENT 5 room furnished flat
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
Moses Denlsfoa, Estanda, N. M., Oct.
511
with
modern
conveniences.
Branded
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men many kinds of kidney medicine, but
24, 1911.
Ninth street
On left hip
Brotherhood did not get better until he took Foley
Meet in Fraternal
One bay yearling mare,
Said animal being unknown to this
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David Kidney Pills. No matter how long
you have had kidney trouble, you will
600 lbs., 12 hands.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or FOR RENT 4 room cottage partly
Flint, chief of records and collector hud quick and permanent benefit by
Branded
ISjS before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
at
brother
417
of wampum.
furnished. Rent cheap. Call
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
Visiting
KS3
On left shoulder
taking them now.
days after last appearance of this ad
street
wyas welcome.
Eighth
Said animal being unknown to this vertlsement, said estray will be sold
COUGHING AT NIGHT
Board, unless claimed by owner on or by this Board for the benefit of th? FOR RENT One or two furnished
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Means loss of sleep which is bad for
before Dec. 15, '11 said date being 10 owner when found.
In
electric
and
bath.
rooms,
lights
1.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Meets every Monday evening at everyone.
days after last appearance of thla adCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
quire Mrs. Cobb, on Boulevard.
visit- Compound stops the cough at once,
All
on
street.
Sixth
ha'l
their
vertisement, said estray will be sold
relieves the tickling and dryness In
Albuquerque, N. M.
ing brethren cordially invited to
the throat and heals the Inflamed memby this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 6, 1911
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- brane. Prevents a cold developing In
owner when found.
V.
G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary to bronchitis or pneumonia. Keep algers,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
Refuse substiFOUND A bunch of keys. Apply to
ways in the house.
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-coc- tutes.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts at the
trustee.
cemetery
Drug Co.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911. may concern that the following deNormal.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
O. C. Baker, Corona, N. M Not. 12,
Eatray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It 1911.
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD
One sorrel horse, 7 years, Seems heavier when he ha a weak
may concern that the following de
back and kidney trouble. Fred Dueh
scribed eatray animal was taken up by 700 lbs., 14 hands.
ren, Mall Carrier at Atchison, Kas.,
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruoes, N. M.,
Branded
says: "I have been bothered with kid
Nov. 6, 1911. i
On left shoulder
ney and bladder trouble and had
One red white face steer,
Branded
severe pan across my hack. When
ever 1 carried a heavy load of mall
5 years, 750 lbs.
On left hip
kidney trouble Increased. Some
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this my
MmM
time ago, I started taking Foley Kid
or
on
owner
On left ribs
Board, unless claimed by
ney Pills and since taking them I have
r- - before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10 gotten entirely rid of all my kidney
Branded
On left hip
days after last appearance of this ad trouble O.andG. am as sound now as
Schaefer and Red Cross
ever."
PHONE MAIN 227
vertlsement, said estray will be sold Drug Co.
Ear mark
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
There Is little danger from a cold
gald animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
or from an attack of the grip except
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
when followed by pneumonia, and this
Albuquerque, N. M
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
never happens when Chamberlain's
1911
.Dec.
Nov.
5,
1st
last
23,
pub.
pub.
days after last appearance of this ad
Cough Remedy Is used. This remedy
has won Its great reputation and- - exvertisement, said estray will be sold
tensive sale by its remarkable cures
Eatray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
of colds and grip and can be relied
it
to
whom
Is
Notice
given
hereby
owner when found.
upon wth Implicit confidence. For
de
concern
the
that
following
may
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
sale by all druggists.
was
taken
animal
by
scribed
up
eatray
Albuquerque, N. M.
H. Haney, Greenville, N. M., Nov.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911. J.
17, 1911.
Chamberlain s Stomach and Liver
One brown mare, about Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
Estray Advertisement
may be taken with perfect safety by
Notice is hereby given to whom It 750 lbs.
the most delicate woman or the
Branded
de
the
concern
that
following
may
1
youngest child. The old and feeble
On right hip
scribed eatray animal was taken up by
will also find them a most suitable
Branded
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
remedy for aiding and strengthening
Lee Brown, Arteala, N. M., Sept, 19,
among all
15 their weakened digestion and for regOn right shoulder
1911.
who MIGHT BUY the particular
is
all
bowels.
sale
For
worth
the
most.
thing
by
Said animal being unknown to this ulating
One black mare, about 14
druggists.
That
want
to
sell
is WORTH MOST to someproperty you
Board, nnless claimed by owner on or
hands high.
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10
Branded
mere
is any other
"I do nor neiieve
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
days after last appearance of this ad- medicine so good for whooping cough
On left hip
sold
will
be
as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,"
Said animal being unknown to this vertisement said estray
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
the writes Mrs. Francis Turpln, Junction
Board, unless claimed by owner on or by this Board for the benefit of
unalso
Is
Ore.
This
are anxious to nna ana pay cash for) books,
remedy
City,
ana
before Dec. 15, '11, said date being 10 owner when found.
automobiles.
surpassed for colds and croup. For
uscu
SANITARY
BOARD,
CATTLE
luacmnery ana turntture. articles of usefulness of any
sale by all druggists.
days after last appearance of this ad
M.
Albuquerque, N.
sort, and musical instruments.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Nov. 23, last pub. Dee. 6,1911.
by this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub.
As the classified ads. are read by all
For pains In the aide or chest
possible buyers of all
owner when found.
sorts of things, they have come to be the
Cham
with
of
flannel
possible
a
dampen piece
finders of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
berlaln'a Liniment and bind It on over
best marketsl
There's no excuse for failure unless the seat of pain. There It nothing
Albuquerque, N. M
better. For aale bv all dru gists.
1st pub. Nov. 23, last pub. Dec. 5, 1911. you yearn for the unattainable.

Geo. H. Hunker

Chester

To-wl- t:

1

To-wi- t:

For Sate

To-wi- t;

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
Steam Coal

1911.

For Rent

Screened anil Lump Raton Cerrillos

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

29,

E stray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the followlag
eatray animal was taken up by
H. H. Bishop, Fay wood, N. M-- , Nov.

minister oi

Salvador.

CONGRESS

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEPNE8QAY, NOVEMBER

PT

Sawed Wood and Kindling

To-wi- t.

St.

W.G ON D ON ""-- '

ESTABLISHED

81

187

Found

The

First National Bank

To-wl- t:

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico

CO

To-wl- t:

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domastio and Foreign Exchange.
A

"EL ARABE" CIGARS
In neat Christmas Boxes, all shapes 12's, 25's or 50's.
Will make the smoker happy. He likes them better than any other

t

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

To-w- lt:

q

To-wl- t:

For Sale By All Cigar Dealers

o

Pure Ice

S3

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Crystal Ice

1

LAO

VttA

DAILY OITtC,

yygrNE80AV,

NOVEMBER

29,

1911.
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Everybody Should

If You See It in the

SEVEN

Best Advertising

in Northern
New Mexico

Subscribe

OPTIC It's So

fie-diu- m

For

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Do You

D

Want

ALL THE TELEGRAPHIC NEWS?
Do You

Want

ALL LOCAL ITEMS OF

Then Call Up ilain 2

Tha Optic Is a Booster
for Las Vegas and

WENS'

VOTE TO

COMPLICATE
ELECTION
BOTH PARTIES IN LOS ANGELES
HAVE MADE EFFORTS TO GET
SUPPORT OF SUFFRAGISTS.

f

THE SITUATION IN BRIEF.
If a majority of the voters
at the primary election had
voted for any candidate, no
election would have been re- quired.
Job Harriman, socialist, had
a substantial plurality, but not
a maojrity over Mayor George
Alexander, and one of themwill be elected, mayor Decernber 5.
Women will vote for the
first time, and more than 85,000 of them have registered,
The female vote, suddenly
thrust Into the campaign, hasbecome an overwhelming factor, and both sides made the
most strenuous efforts to win
favor with the women of all
classes.

Los Angeles, C.I., Nov.
most strenu6us and most Interesting
known In
municipal campaign ever
I" warily
the history of Lu Ane1
more
drawing to a close, Only ft
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carried on an energetic campaign.
Mayor Alexander, realizing how critical the situation was and that the decision rested with the women, appealed to the latter, especially those
of the wealthy classes and they responded bravely. Traveling in automobiles scores of society women
made a thorough canvass among the
laboring women, urging them to use
their votes and influence against the
socialist candidate. The Harriman
party also had women electioneering
among the women of the poorer
classes and only the election will
show which side was more successful in its efforts.

tion. That the women have now actually entered the political arena in
this state and are a power to be
reckoned with in the future is no
longer a debatable question. The campaign in this city, now drawing to
its close, is an argument which cannot fail to convince even those scoffers who belittled the Importance of
the "votes for women" movement a
ThiB campaign,
few months ago.
which will go down in history as the
first positive manifestation of woman's political power in California,
was a battle royal fought by women.
It was granted the women of Los
Angeles to undergo the first test of
their political fitness In a campaign
of unparalleled fierceness and, on
December 5, the day of election, they
will be the first among the women of
California not only to use their newly
granted franchise but to decide the
result of the election. There i3 not
the slightest doubt that the womet of
Los Angeles hold the balance of
power and that the outcome of the
election depends entirely upon the
vote of the women, of whom more
than 85,000 have been registered.
At the recent primaries an exceedingly small vote was cast. Job Harriman, the socialist candidate for
mayor, who Is associated with th defense of the McNamaras, defeated
George Alexander, the present mayor,
who Is running on the good government ticket, by more than 3,000 vol s,
but his plurality fell short of a
by more than $4,000 votes and
for this reason it was left for the com
ing election to make the final decla-
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NOTES

Charles Klein, owner of the Clinton
team, has been elected president of
the Illinois-Misouleague.
A Chicago story has it that no less
than six of the Cub regulars are to
be placed on the market this winter.
Because he failed to get a safe tap
In the world's series Jack Murray, of
the Giants, is tagged to go on the
ri

block.

The South Bend club, of the Central league, has signed a second
baseman named Andrew SpycholsM.
Did you get It?
If "Buddy" Ryan can live up to his
reputation gained on the Pacific
coast, Cleveland will surely have a
bunch of sluggers next season.
The recent death of President Rus
im.
of the Boston Nationals, will no
sell,
the
ig'.it
however,
In the meantime,
cause the sale of the Rustlers
'doubt
to vote was granted to women aMl
a
and
of
Los
women
Angeles,
fIiy Now change in the management.
the
that Hal Chase has resigned
pware of their power, were not olow
of the New York Amerias
manager
of
their
themselves
rights
In availing
Gotham fans are trying to fiM
registering for the coming mu- cans,
ur ure out who will lead the Yankess
ni. ijh.I election. After the fizl"
primaries the male voters of the next season.
From all accounts Messrs. Ebbets,
realize
that they
too,
dUy,
would have to bestir themselves mil of Brooklyn, Pogel of Philadelphia
ii,. result was that since the prima: and Murphy, of Chicago, made a big
j.,e more than 191,000 voters l;;e hit with the minor league magnates
at the recent meeting in San Antobeen registered. ,
nio, Texas.
a
who
has
strong
Job Harriman,
Hot Springs, Ark., will get the bulk
following among the laboring classeB,
of
the big leaguers during the trainsocial
from
financial
support
pHtlved
in all parts of the country and ing season. The Phijadelphla, Pittsi

to.-- Tlw

j

i
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The Optic Is a Booster

AND HAVE YOUR NAME PUT ON THE
BOOKS

New Mexico

r

INTEREST?
for Las Vegas and
New Mexico

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
burgh, Brooklyn and Cincinnati tear' a
Tom Kennedy vs. A. Palzer, 10
of the National league, and the Cleveland and Boston teams of the Ameri- rounds, at Brooklyn, N. Y.
can league wi work out among the
Jack Dillon vs. Frank Klaus, 12
Ozarks.
rounds, at Pittsburgh.
Spike Kelly vs. Pete Shaughnessey,
8 rounds, at Windsor, Ont.
f,
t Phil Schlossburg vs. Tim O'Nell, 10
FOOTBALL NOTES.
rounds, at South Bend, Ind.

m

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour
the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem.

NEW TENOR FOR METROPOLITAN

4'

London, Nov. 29. Helnrich Hensel,
of the greatest struggles on
the western gridiron this season was whose singing in the "Ring" music
iM5nnesoa-Wlsconsi- n
itHe
tie dramas at Covent Garden attracted
much favorable criticism recently,
game.
The Dartmouth eleven made a fine sailed today for New York, where he
showing this season, but was not is to be heard in Wagnerian tenor
quite strong enough to down Prince- roles this winter at the Metropolitan
ton or Harvard.
opera house.
Penn and Cornell are hard at work
BISHOP KILGO PRESIDES
preparing for their last game of the
Bennetsville, S. C, Nov. 2!). The
season, which will take place ThanksCarolina Conference of the Methodist
giving day.
Trinity College, with only 250 stu- Eplccopal Church, South, opened its
dents, turned out an eleven that de- annual session hede today, with
feated Colgate, Wesleyan and the Bishop Kjllgo of North Carolina
Massachusetts Aggies.
Jimmy Thorpe, of the Carlisle eleven, is one of the wonders of the athNO REASON FOR DOUBT
letic world. Coming to Carlisle in
1908 with no knowledge whatever of
athletics, he has since then accom- A Statement of Facts Backed by a
Strong Guarantee
plished a marvelous variety of athletic feats on floor, gridiron, diamond,
We guarantee complete relief to all
track and field.
sufferers from constipation, or, in every case where we fail, we will sup-rl- y
VIRGINIA AND NORTH CAROLINA
the medicine free.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 29. For the
Rexail Orderlies are a gentle, effeceighteenth time the athletic
rivalry tive dependalle, and safe bowel regexisting between the University of ulator, strengthened and tonic. They
Virginia and the University of North aim to
nature's functions
Carolina will be given vent in the in a
qiilet, easy way. They donot
annual football contest between the cause
inconvenience, griping or nauteams of the two universities here to- - sea.
are so pelasant to take
They
morrow. The two elevens are regard- and work so easily that they may be
ed as unusually well matched and a
taken by any one at any time. They
splrlteti game is anticipated. North thoroughly tone
up the whole system
entertains to
Carolina in particular
activity.
healthy
strong hopes of victory, in view of the
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
fact that this year's team is one of and ideal for the use of
children, old
the best the Chapel Hill institution
and delicate persons. We canfolks,
has turned out in years. Of the 17 not too
highly recommend them to all
games played by the two universities sufferers from any form of constipasince 1892 Virginia has won 12 and
tion and its attendant evils. Three
North Carolina 4. In 1902 a tie game
sizes, 10c, 25., and 50c. Remember,
was played.
you can obtain Rexall Remedies In
this community only at our store
Subscribe for The Optic
the Rexall Store. E. O. Mruphey.
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It's

One

Firer-Whit- er

More Urifortr.
ard
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Famous

by

GERMAN

PROCESS.

SILVERWARE

ROGERS
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.
A

Gross, Kelly

(EL

r
in

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

RETAIL PRICES
2,000

lb,

or Mora, Each Delivery
Ech Delivery

1.009 lb, to 2.000 lbs,
200 lbs- - to 1,000 lbs.,
M lbs. to 200 lb

Laaa Than 80 Iba.,

Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Each Delivery

per lOf lb
per 100 lbs
Mo per 100 Iba.
40e par 100 Iba.
Mo par 100 lbs.
20o
26

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas, Avenue.

WHOLESALERS OF

CLOTHING. DRY GOODS. NOTIONS
SHOES, HATS and CAPS
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
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